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EnableMart Releases New Software for Picture Communication
SALT LAKE CITY, UT – For people who use Picture Communicators or Augmentative and Assistive
Communication devices, creating overlays and picture grids has been something of an archaic
process, that is until now. EnableMart announced an intuitive new solution, SymPrint, at CSUN last
week that makes overlay creation as simple as printing a set of labels in Microsoft Office – without all
the messy mail merge stuff.
EnableMart At specialists analyzed all of the top boardmaking and symbolizing softwares and found
them all to be somewhat lacking in usability and efficiency. Some of the more obvious hurdles were
outdated menus, difficult navigation of AAC templates, inconsistent symbol sets and a general lack of
attention to contemporary design & functionality.

This game-changing new software, appropriately titled SymPrint can be use to create not just AAC
overlays, but all kinds of symbol-based printed materials from worksheets, flashcards and labels to
charts, calendars, games and more. SymPrint’s interface has been modeled after the Microsoft Office
ribbon with all of the key tools and components within easy reach. The tools for adding and editing
symbols, shapes and text look just as you would expect them to and simple drag and drop image
navigation means that within mere minutes one can enter the program and start making professional
looking symbolized documents and activities.
SymPrint comes standard with Symbolstix symbols inside but can be used with your favorite symbol set
or personal image library as well. Users have the ability to import images from their hard drive, CD or
right from their clipboard after a simple right click and copy. Once imported, these new images
become a permanent part of your SymPrint library into which you can add keywords & search terms
for later use.
To
learn
more
about
SymPrint
http://www.EnableMart.com/SymPrint.
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EnableMart is the worldwide leader in assistive technology distribution. With customers in all 50 states
and over 45 foreign countries, EnableMart provides over 3,000 assistive technology and assistive living
devices from over 200 manufacturers. EnableMart is inspired to continually seek out and provide the
best assistive technology products at the most affordable costs and remains steadfast in their mission
to change the lives of individuals with disabilities by eliminating barriers and paving the way to
independent living.
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